Partitions
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Today’s open plan architecture continually creates new demands for
the use of space. The necessity to section off space is also increasing.
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Triline
DESIG N ANYA SE BTON

Triline is an elegant and flexible screen.
The triangular shape does not only ensure that
the aesthetical expression is kept, but also
hinders the sound waves to bounce straight
back.

The screen has a frame of solid wood with an acoustic panel,
which makes it a good sound absorbent.
Optional Atlantic fabric in 8 different standard colors. The
screen is reversible and offers great variation possibilities.
The back is smooth and therefore it can be placed directly
against a table.
The thread leg picks up the triangular pattern and gives the
screen a floating expression, and through its construction it
provides great support. Leg is available in chromed steel or
black lacquered steel.
Description

Art no

Triline screen

(1)

188 100 00

Triline screen

(2)

188 140 00

Triline screen

(3)

188 180 00

Set of legs single screen, chrome

w800 x h1306 mm
w1000 x h 1500 mm
(3) w1200 x h1700 mm
(1)
(2)
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188 300 05

55
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Alumi
DESIG N N I NA JOBS

Alumi is a flexible, freestanding screen for the
office as well as for public areas. The flexibility
of the screen and its technical features add to a
wide range of usage.
The framework and the edges of the Alumi are made from
aluminium, which means that it is light-weight, but very solid.
Alumi floor screen can be used as a freestanding unit or
connected together. The screen consists of sound absorbing
panel. Both sides of the screen are covered with a sound
absorbing compressed polyester felt, available in different
patterns and colours. Alumi is available both as floor screen
and table screen in different measures.

Description

Art no

Alumi floor screen

(1)

193 020 00

Alumi floor screen

(2)

193 040 00

Alumi floor screen

(3)

193 060 00

Adjustable leg, single

193 500 00

Alumi table screen

(4)

193 300 00

Alumi table screen

(5)

193 320 00

Alumi table screen

(6)

193 340 00

Table screen fittings, pair

(1)

w806 x h1506 mm

(2)

w1206 x h1506 mm

(3)

w1406 x h1506 mm

(4)

w806 x h453 mm

(5)

w1203 x h453 mm

(6)

w1803 x h453 mm

193 640 00
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Alumi Combi screen
DESIG N N I NA JOBS

Alumi Combi screens are optimized while
considering functionality. This sound absorbing
and mobile partition, combined with the magnetic
SilverPro surface adds to a wide range of usages
for the modern and mobile office.
The framework is made from aluminium. One side is covered
with SilverPro-surface and felt surface. The opposite side is
covered with felt. Available in white, light grey and grey felt;
embossed spots pattern only. Thickness: 60 mm.
Height including legs with castors: 2000 mm.

Description

Art no

Alumi Combi screen
Alumi Combi screen (2)
Legs with castors
(1)

8

(1)

w1463 x h1900 mm

(2)

w796 x h1905 mm

193 070 00
193 170 00
193 530 00
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Sinus
DESIG N R U U D E KSTRAN D

Sinus is a flexible freestanding screen.
The wavelike form is created by linking the
screens together; capable of creating delight
and softening a formal and strict office environment.
The glass shelf comes in rectangular or Sinus shaped form,
fixed by rubber fittings. The glass shelves and legs on castors
are available as accessories. Sinus screens must be
assembled in pairs.
Description

Art no

Sinus screen, walnut*

186 009 01

Cast iron base, pair

186 010 00

w700 x h1660 mm incl legs
*Available in birch, walnut, lacquer and felt.
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Airflake
DESIG N STE FAN BORSE LI US

Airflake is a sound absorbing screen made from
moulded fiber felt. This modular system is built
around the shape of a hexagon in a variety of
designs and colours, which can be freely
combined to create the screen.

Moulded fiber felt panels in five colours and four patterns.
It can be fixed to aluminium rails for mounting on walls or
ceilings. Airflake can also be fixed directly to the wall as a
sound absorbing decoration.
Description

Art no

Airflake, blade open 10-pack*

192 010 00

Airflake, blade closed 10-pack*

192 020 00

Airflake, line open 10-pack*

192 030 00

Airflake, line closed 10-pack*

192 040 00

Airflake, blade open 3-pack*

192 050 00

Airflake, blade closed 3-pack*

192 060 00

Airflake, line open 3-pack*

192 070 00

Airflake, line closed 3-pack*

192 080 00

Airflake suspension rail

192 230 00

B LAD E O P E N

B LAD E C LOS E D

LI N E O P E N

LI N E C LOS E D

w400 x h360 mm
*Available in red, green, brown, dark grey and light grey.
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Airflake News
DESIG N STE FAN BORSE LI US

Airflake News has the same sound absorbing
characteristics as the ordinary Airflake, but in
addition allows you to store magazines and/or
brochures.
Airflake News is made of compressed felt. The modular
system of Airflake/Airflake News is built on a hexagon
shaped flake in a few different colors and patterns, that can
be combined freely and create large geometrical patterns.
Airflake News can be combined with the ordinary Airflake
module. Delivered in 4-pack.
Description

Art no

Airflake News 4-pack*

192 090 00

Airflake suspension rail

192 230 00

w360 x h400 mm
*Available in red, green, brown, dark grey and light grey.
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Softline
DESIG N ABSTRACTA

Softline office partitions is a modular system
which easily adapts to the changing
requirements of the functional workspace.
With its sound absorbing core class: A, and fabric
in many colours, it creates a comfortable workspace.
Softline has a frame of solid wood and offers excellent
stability. It consists of a 50 mm thick soundabsorbing panel.
The screens are covered with fabric in different colours.
Softline is available in different sizes and shapes, both as
floor screens and table screens. Available in width 800, 1000,
1200 mm. Shelves are available as accessories.
ABSORPTION

CLASS A

Description
Softline, rectangular screen (1)

Art no
180 020 00

Softline, rectangular screen (2)

180 050 00

Softline, rectangular screen (3)

180 080 00

Support leg, strong black

180 250 80

(1)

w1000 x h1360 x d50 mm

(2)

w1000 x h1500 x d50 mm

(3)

w1000 x h1700 x d50 mm
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Softline
DESIG N ABSTRACTA

The Softline table screens come in both rectangular and wave
shapes. They are made of solid, wooden frames filled with a
30 mm thick acoustic panel; which is covered in fabric ranging in different colours. Available in widths: 600, 800, 100,
1200 and 1600 mm. Shelves are available as accessories.

Description

Art no

Softline, rectangular table screen

(1)

180 410 00

Softline, rectangular table screen

(2)

180 430 00

Softline, wave table screen

(3)

180 460 00

Softline, wave table screen

(4)

180 480 00

(1)

w800 x h450 x d30 mm

(2)

w1200 x h450 x d30 mm

(3)

w800 x h310/450 x d30 mm

(4)

w1200 x 310/450 x d30 mm
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DoReMi
DESIG N N I NA JOBS

DoReMi is a sound absorbing screen for the
modern office as well as for public areas.
It can be used as a free-standing solitaire or
connected together to section off a larger area.

The unique felt panelling is sound absorbing and is available
in a variety of colours* with unique embossed wave or spot
patterns. The frame is made from solid timber containing
acoustic filling. The frame is available either in oak or birch.
DoReMi can either be ordered as a floor screen or table
screen in different sizes and with different types of legs.

Description

Art no

DoReMi screen (1)

191 212 00

DoReMi screen (2)

191 202 00

DoReMi screen (3)

191 412 00

DoReMi screen

191 402 00

(4)

Leg, lacquered

191 010 90

(1)

w800 x h1300 x d60 mm
w800 x h 1500 x d60 mm
(3)
w1400 x h1300 x d60 mm
(4)
w1400 x h1500 x d60 mm
(2)

*Available in white, light grey, grey, beige and light blue felt.
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Shade
DESIG N N I NA JOBS

Shade is a functional table screen with a strong
design. It is made of a white lacquered
MDF with a black felt shaped in a wave or a
rectangular.
Shade is available in 700 mm resp. 1100 mm width and
600 mm height. Shade is available with black felt only.
The mounting bracket is made in a silver colored anodised
aluminum. Shelf and pencil holder are available as
accessories.
Description

Art no

Shade 700, wave shaped (1)
Shade 700, rectangular shaped
Shade 1100, wave shaped

194 000 90
(2)

(3)

Shade 1100, rectangular shaped

194 010 90
194 100 90

(4)

194 110 90

Pen cup

194 031 90

Shelf

194 030 90

(1,2)

w700 x h600 mm

(3,4)

w1100 x h600 mm
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Allé
DESIG N R U U D E KSTRAN D

Allé is a free standing, discrete and transparent
glass screen for public environments. This
screen is suitable for permanent placement.

The 10 mm glass has rounded edges and is available in a
variety of different models; with or without blasted patterns.
Allé is available in heights 1380 and 1700 mm (incl foot).
The base is made from white or grey laquered steel.

Description

Art no

Allé clear glass, curves pattern

Allé blasted glass, curves pattern(2)

187 180 00

Allé clear glass, without pattern (3)

187 000 00

Allé blasted glass, without pattern

w800 x h1700 mm, incl foot

(1, 3)

w800 x h1380 mm, incl foot (2, 4)
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187 190 00

(1)

(4)

187 010 00
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